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PART – A                                                                                                                            (5x4= 20 Marks) 

Q. No Answer any FIVE of the following  questions 

1 Define Super weeds. 

2 Why does Shashi Tharoor compare India to Thali? 

3 How did the Walrus and the Carpenter convince the oyster to join them? 

4 Identify the message of the poem Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening? 

5 How are human beings represented as part of nature according to Emerson? 

6  Complete the following sentences using Present/ Past/ Future Continuous Tense. 

a) I told him but he didn’t hear me as he ____________ (watch) the news. 

b) The kids ___________ (play) happily when I got home. 

c) She ______________ (come) with us. 

d) Tom __________ (draw) a picture of a lion now 

7  Fill in the blanks with suitable articles 

a) My brother exercises for ____ hour in the morning 

b) Are you attending _____ reception today? 

c) He is ____ honest official 

d) The village possesses ____ scenic beauty 

 

8 Match the following sentences with correct prepositions 

a) at        -  I) We played Chess ______ midnight 

b) of       - II) The train is arriving ____ platform number 4 

c) until   - III)  For a child a blow____ self-esteem is a terrible thing 

d) to       -IV) He is a descendant _____ Mughal royalty 

 

 

PART – B                                                                                                                        (4 x 10 = 40 Marks) 

Answer any  FOUR questions in about 150 words each: 

 

9. Describe the grief that the poet had towards the death of his Captain in the poem, O Captain, My 

Captain! 

 

10 Explain Emerson’s views on Nature. 
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11 Elaborate on the major themes in Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening. 

 

12  Analyze the dangers posed by genetically engineered crops to Ecology. 

 

13  Discuss how the Camel got its hump. 

  

14  Write a letter to the Editor of THE HINDU, about the bad quality and inadequate supply of tap water 

in your locality. 

            PART – C                                                                                                             (2 x 20 = 40 Marks) 

Answer any TWO  questions in about 300 words each: 

15 How does Tagore develop the theme of otherness in Kabuliwallah? 

 

  

16 Attempt a review of a movie you watched recently. 

  

17 ‘Presence of mind and intelligence is more powerful than a gun.’ How far is it true in case of 

Ausable, the secret agent? 

  

18 Compose a song on the title ‘Unity in Diversity’ 
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